Exposed Jew October

The criminal Pope was in the news begging his followers to pray the Catholic Rosary during the entire month of October 2018... The question is, why October? Why not November, or some other month the criminal Pope wants this spiritual, psychic energy raised and pumped into the enemy thought form of Jewhova....

The answer is simple. October of this year has three major Jewish Torah reading holidays within it. This includes the Shimchat Torah, where they finished the Torah readings of the previous year and restart the Torah energies for another year. The Jews are desperate, as the evil witchcraft of their god-form Jewhova is losing all its energy due to the Reverse Torah Rituals. The Jews are begging and demanding their Goyim slaves to infuse as much of their psychic, spiritual energies into this god form now to help empower the major Torah readings to set the Torah energies into motion for the following year. The criminal Pope is a Jesuit, and the Jewsuits are a crypto-Jewish order that use the Kabbalah and understand the Jewish occult dynamics of their Jewhova and how to infuse this and direct this. All the Jesuit exercises are from the Jewish Kabbalah, so when the criminal Pope is begging the Goyim Catholics to pump their energies into this Jewhova this October, it’s not by accident that it’s this month.

This proves to everyone yet again that the purpose of Christianity is a Jewish form of witchcraft to get the Gentiles to empower the Jewish god-form of Jewhova (The Torah). The goal is to manifest the spell of the Torah, which is a One World Jewish Government in which the Jews rule the world and the Gentiles bow before the Jews and lick the dust from the soles of their feet, being ruled with a rod of Iron. In middle eastern culture that is the equal of having to eat shit.

Keep up the Final RTR and double up on it this month. The Jews are feeling this, and their desperate begging is all the evidence one needs to know that their Jewhova matrix is being erased from existence. The warning of the evil Rabbis that Satan will destroy them by reversing the Torah has come to pass.
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